
I decided to go on with the castle idea 
and tidied it up a bit so it’d be more legi-
ble, as well as adding a cracking effect on 
the last few lines. This was done by over-
lapping background-colored letters on 
top of the readable ones. I was told that 
the word “destruction” is making a wave 
which isn’t ideal, it’d be better to make it 
look more abstract so it really would look 
like it is crumbling. I took the advice and 
mess it up a bit, as well as deconstructing 
the last 3 lines so that the entire structure 
really looks like it is going down, and 
not just the word “destruction”. Finally, I 
swapped the foreground and background 
color and it looked better than what I 
expected - white letters on black back-
ground really gives the feeling of gloom, 
doom, darkness and destruction.   

Assignment 2
Happiness Project
Brief

Response

Collecting inspiration from Meggs & analysing them

Peter Max, “Love”, poster, 1970

The way they represent “love” typographically - 
strong weight, rounded corners, uneven stroke and 

shaky outline is appropriate (for me) because I think, 
when you feel love, it’s unexplainable and nothing 

about it feels even, stable or should be coherent at all. 
The colors - soft gradient on the background and solid 

colors on everything else feels a lot like drowning in 
love; happy, fluffy, dreamy. I think this is an appropri-
ate visual representation of being in love, albeit too 

feminine portrayal. (Boys can fall in love too!)

The deconstruction and bright, pretty 
modern color combination feels play-
ful and refreshing. Shapes in which 
the letters are being deconstructed 
are very interesting as well, makes 
you feel very childlike about taking 
something apart and putting the 
weird pieces together in awe.

Takenobu Igarashi, poster for Expo ‘85, 1982



Paul Rand, poster, 1968
I find the placement of the type funny and innovative. 

The “A” that juts out from other letters also looks 
messily interesting, like something that breached 

through the roof (from inside) in excitement. I think 
it’s because jazz music emerged in the golden twen-
ties as a very different and innovative music (back in 

those days) and that’s how they portray the music jazz 
- a breakthrough. The colors have nothing to do with 
happiness - they’re quite dull, and it’s probably out of 
personal subjectivity, but I really do find this compo-

sition funny and it makes me happy.

I like how the letters are obscured / 
masked within another typeface which 
is more abstract (a letter V?). There’s 
asymmetrical balance due to the non-
centered placement of the “smiley 
face”. It’s a simple composition that at-
tracts, and the usage of Christmas color 
(solid green & red) make it feel joyous.

Seymour Chwast, moving announcement, 1965

Janszewski, Solidarity logo, 1980

This illustrative typeface is very entertaining and at 
first sight it feels like opening the door to a workshop 
and there arevarious things inside. The pastel colors 
feel light and it letters are kind of lost in the white 
background. There’s a lack of contrast here other than 
the contrast of white & brown on the background.

This looks very patriotic and kind of per-
sonal - in a sense that the logo looks like 

a handwriting you did on your own. 
The rounded typeface & how they’re 

joined tightly together represents the 
“solidarity”, the uniting of different indi-

viduals in doing good for the country. 

Why Not Associates, book cover, 1998 Deborah Sussman, Design Quarterly cover, 1984

This screams festive and happy all the way 
through; the whole cover is a celebration 

itself. The typeface which covers a good part 
of this cover is the main highlight, decorated 

with falling confettis. I think the bold and 
rounded typeface used is suitable for celebra-
tory event - celebration is an event where you 

feel very strongly about many things.

This “?” written by light looks interesting 
and in many ways very emotional (perhaps 
because it is written by the gesture of whole 
body and not just hand). I think it captures 
the many sentiments of asking “why not” (in 
questioning, disagreement, disapproval of a 
limitation, mockingly, in pure curiosity).

Bradbury Thompson, pages from Westvaco Inspirations, 1985

Colors of the masking on the 
letters helped create the tone 
of the spread. I think it is an 
interesting way of layouting a 
spread - text are placed on the 
stem of the letter B, while mul-
tiple “bang”s are written on the 
strokes. It is eye catching 
and the colors of the sky feel 
wistful, romantic, a soft 
flutter of happiness.

I think this is an example on how colors 
and movement have very strong impact in 

creating feel / vibe for a visual. The colored 
“Roll” looks visibily more joyous due to 

the change of color, although the typeface 
remains the same from the all-black “Rock”. 
The image is interesting as well - literal visu-

alisation of  “rock” and “roll”. 

Bradbury Thompson, 
pages from Westvaco Inspirations, 1985



Pat Gorman & Frank Olinsky (Manhattan Design), 
MTV logo design, 1985

A series of MTV logo in which we can see 
how some color changes, pattern and decon-

struction can change the image of a brand 
completely. The third one, “chlorofom” has 

very festive patterns and bright colors on 
black background - it feels like a celebration. 

The last one is a deconstructed MTV logo 
which looks like it has been taken apart by a 

child - it feels like puzzle and lego. 

Using typefaces as means to illustrate 
something is always funny and interest-
ing. This handlettering is on point in 
replacing the man’s actual beard with 
“beards”. The curves illustrates the curly 
ends of unshaved beard very well, and 
people get the idea almost instantly. 
How it is placed on top, leaving much 
white space down below feels appropri-
ate. Difference in weight between the 
handlettering and typeface used on the 
author’s name creates contrast which is 
much needed to draw attention to more 
dominant element of the composition.

Harris Lewine & Alan Peckolick, book jacket, 1975
Herb Lubalin, poster announcing Davida 
Bold typeface, 1967

The overlap of letters and difference 
in scale did not hinder the poster 
from not being read clearly. It is rare 
for typefaces to be scrambled and 
still legible, and I find the overlaps 
and slight scrambing here adventur-
ous, complimented with energetic 
colors. The use of white space here 
helps the phrase to be read clearly.

The shape is very interesting and the 
color gradation feels warm and inviting. 
I like how it started off kind of rigid but 
it takes a strong curve downwards, and 
how the base of the letter is very small 
compared to the top (asymmetric look-
ing typeface which works). I think is defi-
nitely appealing as a typographic poster. 

Fred Woodward & Geraldine Hessler & David Cowles, 
“Man of the Year” Rolling Stone, 1995

Tadanori Yooko, poster, 1966

I think that the fun look & bright colors 
in this poster definitely scream happi-

ness, but it is amplified by the superhero 
comic-looking (like “Superman”) type-

face used for the title of this poster. The 
typeface itself incites the happiness that 

people (from all demographics) feel when 
they see superhero-reminiscent things. 
Alignment on this poster is mostly cen-
tered, with the largest object being the 
pink peach. Red japanese sun that rises 
up from beneath the collage of colorful 

things gives the poster a movement and 
suggests an excited & energised feeling.

Louise Filli, Picholine, 1993

The very rounded typeface (or perhaps 
hand lettering) feel young, cute, friendy 
and nice. How the ascender & descender 
both touch the edge of the ellipse and 
sort of breaks it is what I find interesting 
from this logo. (Without it it’d probably 
look quite bland)



As a first impression, the overlay of red and 
blue on a black backdrop feels magnetic 
at sight. I like how the shapes sort of form 
letters (a b c d) when you squint really hard, 
and that there are difference in the transpar-
ency of colors. The elements on the poster 
are simply lined up & centered, but the 
shapes are interesting enough to deter it 
from being a boring poster.

Dietmar Winkler, poster, 1969

Berthold Loeffer, poster, 1907

The typeface on this looks fun and en-
tertaining - the wavy stroke amidst the 

straight ones, and uneven width of each 
letters. It feels childlike, as if a handwriting. 

I like how curves & waves can create the 
difference in being stern and entertaning. 

Michael Manwering, brochure, 1984

I find the idea very clever. The composi-
tion is interesting too, the upper view 

of the room (with type enclosure) is 
located a bit to the right & lower part of 
the page and it stands out from the rest 

due to the yellow tiles. 

Takenobu Igarashi, poster calendar, 1990

The colors and effect (shadow drop) on the numbers 
feel very pop-art to me. The style is really fun and it 
definitely makes those numbers look a lot happier. 
Placement of the numbers that aren’t exactly perpen-
dicular & linear also makes the calendar feel and look 
more enjoyable, adventurous.

Robert Brownjohn, album cover, 1959

The strong colors are energetic on the 
black backrgound, and when the let-
ters are repeated downwards (and the 
shape gets progressively chopped off) 
it makes interesting new shape which 
looks like a helix or shoe tie.

In my personal opinion, the contrast 
that is brought when red is placed 

alongside with black is always excit-
ing. It feels like a combination of 

dangerous color that sets of the alarm 
in your head, but also an exciting and 
exhilarating combo which feels cool, 

strong and explosive. The movement 
present in this poster is very excit-

ing, they’re going opposite ways like 
they’re against each other. Sometimes 

feeling a dangerous excitement is as 
exhilarating as normal happiness. 

Moholy, proposed poster for Broom, 1923

Austin Cooper, poster for Southern Railway, 
undated

A variety of typefaces are present in this 
collage, almost overwhelmingly so. Each 
typefaces are trying to portray something 
different in different colors (Southern in 
blue, because perhaps it is cooler? Paris 
in red probably because of energy, pas-
sion). I like this cubist collage; combina-
tion of blue-white-red (France country 
flag) and how each object within the 
composition symbolising the city & giving 
little glimpse of the excitement that goes 
on in Paris. 



Vogue magazine cover

I find the typeface really cute, 
bubbly (even though it has the 
geometric characteristics of art 
deco). It compliments the other 
elements on the cover very well 
and the typeface gives an appo-
priate tone that the cover needs.

Louise Filli & Steven Guamaccia (illust), au cafe, 1992

The rounded, cursive handwriting 
looks very amiable and inviting for a 
coffee brand/coffee shop. It fits the 

style of the illustration well. I think 
when people have a cup of coffee its 
either they’re drinking it on a rush, or 

pleasantly enjoying it in relaxation. 
The typeface here definitely takes 

after the latter, and I feel like it rep-
resents black coffee in a very friendly 

and enjoyable way.

Seymour Chwast, poster, 1968

Patriotic colors and pattern always 
lift up spirit and brings excitement 
to the table. The facial expression 
is supported by the lines behind it 
that creates an outward movement. 
The non-subtle color contrast and 
transition feels popping and ener-
getic. This reminds me of memes.

Milton Glaser, Sound of Harlem, 1964

Festive illustration and complimented with 
colors (predominantly magenta & pink). I feel 
the composition is a bit imbalanced to the 
left side because of the lady in white dress on 
the very left. The portrayal is definitely a very 
joyous one, and I think the addition of blue 
amidst all the warm colors is well placed and 
adds substance to the overall look.

Milton Glaser, poster, 1967

Milton Glaser, “Bach Variations”, poster, 1985

This is, without any doubt, hilarious. The experimen-
tations done on Bach’s iconic portrait using different 
colors, techniques and setting different focal points 
(the face, or the hair, or just the skin) are interesting.

Colors, shapes, movemement, pattern. All 
those four that are present in this composi-

tion feels like happiness, a fluff of cotton 
candy rising from your head. And it is in-
teresting on how the person donning the 

happy head/hair is seemingly the complete 
opposite to all the feelings up there - black 

silhouette, head slightly drawn down. The 
use of positive/negative space is great. 

Contrast of the vibrant colors and black that 
takes up half of the page draws in attention.

Otto Storch, poster, 1959

I think the happiness in this 
composition is defined by the 
model’s expression and body 

gestures. The model is the 
focal point of the poster, and 
then we notice that there are 

texts and they’re placed in an 
interesting, unorthodox way. 



Saul Bass, poster, early 1950s

The colors, the wide & playful typeface, and happy 
faces which look like it brought forth the birth of 
emojis are definitely very appealing to younger 
demographics. The balance of this composition 
is asymmetrical, and the movements (of the paint 
stripes and the text) are opposing each other as 
well. All these factor makes the poster look really 
fun and brings smile upon seeing it.

Alvin Lustig, cover, 1948 Ben Cunningham, Leo Leonni, 1949

The illustration of body parts on the 
cover evokes smile. Symmetrical 
parting of the yellow half & blue 
half separates the page into two 
section, only to be joined by the 
leg that comes from in between the 
parting. The composition is nice, 
although the typeface choice & its 
placement is cringeworthy (perhaps 
it is meant to be that way).

This poster looks like it belongs in 
a geography book where they’re 
discussing about climate and re-

newable energy. The composition 
is interesting and I see hints and 

traces of cubism style in the illustra-
tion. The colors feel very primary, 
like ones you can find in children 

crayons. They feel bright, energetic.

Rudolph deHarak, album cover for Sounds of the Alps, 1961

The vibrant colors are very young, fun, cheerful. The 
shape that is created by squares (quite like pixels) doesn’t 
look much like anything on first sight, but the coordination 
/ arrangement of the colors really draw in people’s atten-
tion and gives a nice feeling. I think these colors are very 
suited for “happiness” (minus the black perhaps) - the 
colors look so good together it feels inspiring.

Austin Cooper, poster, 1924

Yusaku Kamekura, poster for 
stereo manufacturer, 1980

Herbert Bayer, “Great Idea”, advertisement, 1954

The sporadic movements of the dot-
ted lines with 3 bright colors (yellow, 
cyan blue, pink) look like waves that 

had been tangled up in the center. The 
incoherent shape and movement it 

creates is very appealing, like sparks of 
withheld energy that soughts to break 

free from the tangles.

The tagline 
and pixela-
tion of fire 
with colors 
that gets 
progressively 
darker & 
cooler from 
the bottom to 
top sets the 
flow of the 
poster. I think 
it is a good 
advertise-
ment poster 
without re-
vealing things 
literally, but 
taken from 
the perspec-
tive of “feel-
ing” warmth. 

Contrast of cyan blue and yellow feels very 
fresh and exciting - not the way red and 
blue does, but more joyful and jumpy. The 
illustration is very interesting and is a clever 
way of representing the issue.

The childlike and Christmas-themed illus-
tration feels festive and Christmas is one 
of the celebration that is immediately as-
sociated with joy. Difference of scale be-
tween the reindeer and the boy creates 
hierarchy and flow on the composition. 

Lebedev, book spread, 1928



Franz Laskof, “Monte Tabor”, poster, 1900

Ower Jones, color plate pattern, 1856

These patterns are very interesting- 
each has its base color that draws in 
attention complimented by the swirly 
details. They feel ethnic but also fes-
tive, as if a plate should look festive 
and fun because eating is something 
to be celebrated. Balance is created 
in the pattern by repetition with vari-
ation (on color, or positive-negative 
space) occassionally applied.

I find these pictographs very, very entertaining. 
It’s primitive, and it shows how people back in the 
days try to survive and communicate with primal 
instincts. Each icons are simplified rendition of 
real life objects. Drawing seems to be an inherent 
trait on humans, no matter how primal the draw-
ings look and this reminds me of how drawing 
isn’t just creating beautiful artwork - it started first 
and foremost as a form of communication. 

The colors (brown, white, black) 
definitely feels too dull in comparison 
to the patriotic-looking illustration. I 
think the image would make people 
wonder about the story behind it and 
that’s the interesting part about this 
poster to me. What is that kid doing? 

Audiences will first be drawn to the color-
ful illustrated children on the lower part 
of the page, and because they’re look-

ing up, people would be looking up too 
and oh, there’s something to read! I find 
the way of controlling the flow efficient. 

There’s a lot of white space but they 
don’t feel too empty, because most of 

the attention is diverted to the children.

The focus is brought onto the image the covers 
3/4 of the space. It’s a book jacket, and when 
taken off a different image is revealed on the 
cover of the book - derived from the title. Many 
of Chip Kidd’s designs are about designing 
experience rather than just the look, and this is 
one of them. I feel like it’d be a hilarious expe-
rience to uncover what lies beneath the book 
jacket - under the promise of the title “naked” 
- and it actually reveals something ‘deeper’ than 
what we expected. It may not look happy, but 
the experience would be a very happy one.

Kate Greenway, 1879

Cave drawings

Chipp Kidd, book cover, 1997

Michael Johnson, “Design Decisions”, poster, 1996

This poster looks funny because of its surreality 
and the sheer simplicity of the visual. The back-
ground color is matched to the goldfish’s, and 
the focal point is placed on where yellow hues 
are added. The two objects present are interest-
ing enough to be able to catch attention with-
out any other diversions.



Soft colors and fluffy shapes, this composition feels very 
joyous to me. The page looks very crowded with many 
elements scatterred throughout the page, as if portray-
ing uncontrollable emotions. The character on the left 
corner looks most prominent due to the darker color 
than the rest (pre-dominantly yellow)

Wassily Kandinsky, 1912, spontaneous expres-
sion of inner character

Bold, strong colors and difference in texture and pat-
tern caught my attention almost immediately. The 
photograph may look messy but the balance set by the 
placement of the outfit works really well. Contrast of 
the jeans and plaid shirt (plus red fabric beneath it) is 
appealing to look at - the jeans look like a disruption to 
the overall red and it adds depth to the image.

Joe Duffy & Charles S., 1987

The color & coloring technique to achieve that 
effect definitely looks magical. Bright colors 
placed on a black backrgound gives the mys-
terious but alluring feel. The elements are 
spread out through the entire space, leaving a 
few whitespace in between. The focal point is 
placed on the 2 fishes, whose colors stood out 
compared to the rest.

Paul Klee, “Fish Magic”, 1925

Yusaku Kamamura, poster for stereo manufacturers, 1960 Fernand Leger, 1919

Fernand Leger,1919

Fernand Leger,  “The City”,1919

The colors and the zigzag shapes look 
festive and fun, and the asymmetrical bal-
ance of the page (separated by a pole in 
the lower half of the page) works. Differ-
ences of texture and pattern of the ele-
ments adds value to the composition.

The spiralling movement of the type, as 
well as the shape the typefaces make the 

composition look very fun. This is supported 
by the bright, energetic colors. The geo-

metrical abstraction and play at perspective 
(some letters look 3d and are distorted) 

feels adventurous. I find this a really inspir-
ing cubism-styled typographic composition.

I like the composition of the typographic 
poster - it feels erratic and feels like things 
are falling apart in an energetic way. The 4 
contrasting colors used in the composition 
looks eccentric, full of enegry, and they cre-
ate the right atmosphere and tone.

This composition just kind of depicted view 
of a city in many different perspectives and 

details (pole, street sign, electric pole, stairs, 
human, etc). The piece feels adventurous, 
like taking a peek into small parts of envi-

ronment and wanting to get further into it. 


